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Abstract. XML documents are increasingly being used to mark up various kinds of data from web content to scientific data. Often these documents need to be collaboratively created and edited by a group of users.
In this paper we present a flexible solution for supporting collaboration
over XML documents. Merging of user work is based on the operations
performed. A key to achieving flexibility for the definition and resolution
of conflicts was to keep the operations distributed throughout the tree
model of the document associated with the nodes to which they refer.
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Introduction

XML is a popular format for marking up various kinds of data, such as application data, metadata, specifications, configurations, templates, web documents
and even code. While some XML documents are generated automatically from
systems, for example database exports, there are many cases where XML documents are created and edited by users either in raw text format or through
special tool support. Our goal was to investigate concurrent editing over XML
documents. A key issue in collaboration is merging versions of XML documents
produced by different users.
Some state-based approaches for merging XML documents have been proposed in [12, 2, 9]. As opposed to state-based merging, where only the information
about the states of the documents is used, the operation-based approaches keep
information about the evolution of one document state into another in a buffer
containing a history of the operations performed between the two states of the
document. Merging is done by executing the operations performed on one copy of
the document on the other copy of the document. Conflicts might exist between
concurrent operations and an important issue is how to provide users support
for the definition and resolution of conflicts. Merging based on operations offers
good support for conflict resolution by having the possibility of tracking user
operations.
Operation based approaches for merging XML documents have been proposed in [10] and [4]. These approaches did not deal with issues related to the
definition and resolution of conflicts. They maintain a single history buffer where
the executed operations are kept and it is difficult to select the operations that
refer to a particular node in the document. This fact has limitations for the
definition and resolution of conflicts referring to a unit of the document. These

approaches adopt an automatic resolution of conflicts by combining the effects of
concurrent operations, but do not allow users in the case of conflict to manually
select between versions of elements.
In this paper, we propose a flexible merging approach for XML documents
where the history buffer containing the performed operations is distributed
throughout the tree rather than being linear. We previously applied the distribution of history throughout a tree document model for the case of hierarchical text
documents in the real-time [8] and asynchronous [6, 7] modes of collaboration.
In this paper we show how the association of operations with the structure of
the document is used for the asynchronous collaboration over XML documents
with a shared repository. The resolution of conflicts is simplified compared to the
approaches that use a single history buffer, as conflicting operations that refer
to the same subtree of the document are easily detected by the analysis of the
histories associated with the nodes belonging to the subtree. Moreover, conflicts
can be dynamically defined at different levels of granularity corresponding to the
different levels of the document. The policies for merging can be automatically
or manually defined by users.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we describe the requirements
for merging and editing XML documents. Section 3 presents the model of the
document and the set of operations that we adopted. We then go on to describe
in section 4 our approach for merging. In section 5 we present the flexibility of
our approach for the definition and resolution of conflicts. We present concluding
remarks in section 6.
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Collaboration over XML Documents

In this section we are going to motivate the need for change management over
XML documents and give a brief description of the issues to be considered for
the editing of XML documents.
Consider the case of a research team in the field of computational chemistry
that wants to publish the results of their experiments in XML documents. The
XML format offers a number of advantages for computational chemistry, such
as clear markup of input data and results, standardised data formats, and easier
exchange and archival stability of data.
The results of the simulations may be modified several times by members of
the team and various versions may be required at different times. Therefore, a
version management system should offer support for the archiving of all versions
and for the retrieval of past versions. Members may need to query not only the
current value of data, but also past values of some elements of the simulation
and process change information.
Concurrent editing of the documents containing the data results should be
supported as simulations and the gathering of results can be performed in parallel
by the members of the group.
Consider the case that two researchers concurrently edit the following part
of an XML document:

<substance role="reagent" title="tert-Butyl hydroperoxide">
<amount>40</amount> <concentration>5</concentration>
</substance>

Assume they concurrently modify the values of the amount and concentration
elements, with the values 38 and 6 respectively. The two changes should both
be performed and the final version of the document should be:
<substance role="reagent" title="tert-Butyl hydroperoxide">
<amount>38</amount> <concentration>6</concentration>
</substance>

A solution for collaborative editing over XML documents is to represent the
XML documents as simple text documents and use existing version systems such
as Subversion [3] for performing merging. These systems perform merging on a
line by line basis with the basic unit of conflict therefore being the line. This
means that the changes performed by two users are deemed to be in conflict
if they refer to the same line and therefore the concurrent modifications of the
amount and concentration elements are detected as conflict. The user has then
to manually choose one of the modifications. If the structure of the document is
considered and conflicts are defined at the level of elements both changes could
be taken into consideration.
We propose an approach that allows conflicts to be defined using semantic
units corresponding to the structure of the document, such as elements, attributes, separators, words and characters. Moreover, in our approach, we offer
not only manual resolution for conflicts, but also other automatic resolution policies, such as keeping the changes in the repository or in the local workspace in
the case of conflict targeting a given node or to lock some parts of the document.
One possibility for editing XML documents is to edit them as simple text
documents and the users have then to take care of maintaining well-formed
documents, such as the consistency between the names of a begin and end tag of
an element. Another possibility for editing XML documents is to use a graphical
interface for performing operations of creation and deletion of elements and
attributes and of modification of attributes. However, in this way, the user is
not allowed to customise the formatting for the elements, such as the use of
separators between the elements, as an implicit formatting of the nodes is used.
In our approach, we offer users the possibility of editing XML documents by
using a text interface. We added some logic to the editor to ensure well-formed
documents, such as the auto-completion of the elements or the consistency between the begin and close tags of an element, in the same way as support is
offered to users in existing single-user XML editors, such as XMLSpy [1]. For
instance, consider the case that a user edits an XML document, e.g. by typing
the element <conf>CDVE</conf> character by character. In this way, the XML
document will not be well-formed until the closing tag is completed. The editor should provide support to insert complete elements, so that the operations
can be tracked unambiguously at any time in the editing process. Our editor
offers auto-completeness of elements. For instance, every time the user inserts a
< character, the insertion of <></> is performed. Of course an empty tag, such

as <></> is not a valid XML element, but at least it allows the desired operation
of creating a new element to be addressed in a valid way.
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The Model of the Document and the Set of Operations

We now present our model for XML documents and the particular issues concerning consistency maintenance during the editing of well-formed XML documents.
XML documents are based on a tree model. We classified the nodes of the document into root nodes, processing nodes, element nodes, attribute nodes, word
nodes and separator nodes in order that various conflict rules can be defined.
The root node is a special node representing the virtual root of the document
that contains the nodes of the document. Processing nodes define processing instructions in the XML document. Element and attribute nodes define elements
and attributes of the XML document. Word nodes compose the textual content
of an XML element. The separator nodes are used to preserve the formatting
of the XML document and they represent white spaces and quotation marks. A
conflict could then be defined, for example, for the case that two users perform
operations on the same word node or for the case that users concurrently modify
the same attribute node.
The set of operations contains insert and delete operations targeting one of
the previously mentioned types of nodes. Additionally we defined operations for
the insertion and deletion of characters to update processing or element names,
attributes and words. We also defined operations for the insertion and deletion
of closing tags of elements.
Elements of an XML document are ordered and, therefore, each node in the
document is identified by a vector of positions representing the path from the
root node to the current element. A node contains as children the child element
nodes and the attributes associated to that element. For achieving uniformity
between the representation of elements and attributes, we considered that the
attributes of an element are ordered. However, to distinguish between child elements and attributes, an element in the position vector has associated an index
‘c’ or ‘a’ showing whether it refers to a child or an attribute element. Each
node in the document, except separator nodes, has an associated history buffer
containing the list of operations associated to its child nodes. For instance, the
history buffer associated with an element contains the insertions and deletions
of child elements, that can be other nodes, separators or words, of attributes, of
characters that change the name of the element and operations that insert or
delete the closing tag of the element.
Consider the following XML document:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<movieDB>
<movie title="21 Grams">
<actor>Sean Penn</actor>
</movie>
</movieDB>

The structure of this document is illustrated in Figure 1. We associated
different levels to the nodes of the document corresponding to the heights of the
nodes in the tree.
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Fig. 1. Structure of an XML document

For instance, the operation of insertion of a second actor element <actor>
Naomi Watts</actor> as child of the movie element has the form InsertElement( ‘<actor> Naomi Watts</actor>’, c2.c2.c4) and is kept in the history
buffer associated with the movie element.
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Operational Transformation Approach

The basic operations supplied by a configuration management tool are checkout,
commit and update. A checkout operation creates a local working copy of the
document from the repository. A commit operation creates in the repository a
new version of the document based on the local copy, assuming that the repository does not contain a more recent version of the document than the local copy.
An update operation performs the merging of the local copy of the document
with the last version of that document stored in the repository.
For the merging process we used the operational transformation approach
[5]. We first illustrate the basic operation of the operational transformation
mechanism, called inclusion transformation, by means of an example. The Inclusion Transformation - IT (Oa , Ob ) transforms operation Oa against operation
Ob such that the effect of Ob is included in Oa . Suppose the repository contains the document whose structure is represented in Figure 1 and two users
check-out this version of the document and perform some operations in their
workspaces. Further, suppose U ser1 performs the operation O11 =InsertElement(
‘<actor>Naomi Watts</actor>’, c2.c2.c4) to add the actor element on the
path /c2/c2 as the 4th child of the movie element. Afterwards, U ser1 commits
the changes to the repository and the repository stores the list of operations
performed by U ser1 consisting of O11 . Concurrently, U ser2 executes operation

O21 =InsertElement( ‘<director>Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu</director>’,
c2.c2.c3) of inserting the element director on the path /c2/c2, as the 3rd child
of the movie element before the existing actor element in the document. Before
performing a commit, U ser2 needs to update the local copy of the document.
The operation O11 stored in the repository needs to be transformed in order to
include the effect of operation O21 . O21 and O11 have the same path from the
root element to the parent node and they are operations of the same level. As
operation O21 inserts an element before the insertion position of O11 , O11 needs
to increase its position of insertion by 1. In this way, the transformed operation of
O11 becomes O11 =InsertElement( ‘<actor>Naomi Watts</actor>’, c2.c2.c5).
In the commit phase, the operations executed locally and stored in the local
log distributed throughout the tree have to be saved in the repository. The
hierarchical representation of the history of the document is linearised using a
breadth-first traversal of the tree, first the operations of level 0, then operations
of level 1 and so on. In the checkout phase, the operations from the repository
are executed in the local workspace.
In the update phase we recursively applied over the different document levels
the FORCE [11] operational transformation algorithm for merging linear lists of
operations. The update procedure achieves the actual update of the local version
of the hierarchical document with the changes that have been committed by
other users to the repository and kept in linear order in the remote log. It has
as its objective the computing of a new delta to be saved in the repository, i.e.
the transformation of the local operations associated with each node against the
non-conflicting operations from the remote log and the execution of a modified
version of the remote log on the local version of the document in order to update
it to the version on the repository. The update procedure is repeatedly applied
to each level of the document starting from the document level. A detailed
description of the update procedure applied for text documents represented as a
hierarchical structure is presented in [6]. The principles of the update procedure
as presented in [6] have been applied also for the XML documents.
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Conflict Definition and Resolution

Our asynchronous editor for XML documents lets users edit the document from
a textual interface, with an overview over the tree structure of the document
visualised alongside where the user can define the policies for merging. The client
interface presents the user with a log showing the operations performed locally
and the operations checked out, committed or updated from the repository.
Two policies were adopted for merging, namely automatic and manual. Automatic policies merge the operations performed locally with the operations from
the repository without the intervention of the user. Manual policies for merging
involve the intervention of the user for the resolution of conflicts.
In what follows we are going to illustrate the merging policies by means of
some examples. Assume the two users start working from the same version of the
document illustrated in Figure 1. Suppose that the first user inserts a director

element as child of the movie element, as shown in the left client window in
Figure 2 and afterwards commits the changes to the repository.

Fig. 2. Conflict Resolution for Merging

Suppose that the second user, concurrently with the first user, inserts a second actor element as child of the movie element, as shown in the right client
window in Figure 2. In order to commit their changes, the second user has to
update the local version of the document with the changes from the repository.
Assume first that the second user chooses the default merging policy, i.e. the
automatic policy for resolution where no rules for the definition or resolution
of conflicts are set. The merged version of the document combines the changes
performed locally with the remote ones. The document obtained after merging
is given below:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<movieDB>
<movie title="21 Grams">
<director>Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu</director>
<actor>Sean Penn</actor>
<actor>Naomi Watts</actor>
</movie>
</movieDB>

Alternatively, assume the second user does not want to automatically merge
changes, but prefers to set the detection of concurrent modifications targeting
the movie element. Concerning the resolution of conflict, suppose that the user
wants to manually choose between the conflicting versions of the movie element
and, therefore, in the hierarchical representation of the document from the client
interface, they can define the semantic detection for the node movie. In the case
of an update, due to the fact that the node was concurrently modified, the
user is then presented with the two versions of the movie element, as shown in

Figure 2. The user can then choose to keep either the local or remote version of
the document or to perform an automatic merging of the changes.
In the case that the user wants to keep the local modifications if concurrent
changes were performed on some elements of the document, they can lock those
elements. For instance, in the above example, before performing an update, the
second user can choose to lock node movie and keep the local changes performed
on the element.
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Conclusions

We have presented a customised approach for supporting collaboration over XML
documents. We have shown that, by associating operations to the nodes that
they target, conflicts can be defined and resolved in a flexible way. Our merging
approach is operation-based rather than state-based and therefore provides a
less complex and more appropriate way of detecting and handling conflicts.
An asynchronous collaborative editor application that allows the editing of
XML documents has been implemented in our group based on the ideas described
in this paper.
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